Topological Weyl semimetal WTe2 with large-scale film form has a promising prospect for new-generation spintronic devices. However, it remains a hard task to suppress the defect states in large-scale WTe2 films due to the chemical nature.
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) quantum oscillations in conductivity has become one
of the most effective tools to explore novel physics in metals, semimetals and narrow-gap semiconductors since it was firstly discovered in bismuth in 1930. [1] It poses a way to describe the transport properties of related carriers close to Fermi surface. [2, 3] Recently, the burgeoning topological quantum materials, such as topological insulators, Dirac semimetals and Weyl semimetals, have established a new state of condensed matter. [4] [5] [6] Unique electronic structures and strong spin-orbit coupling around Fermi surface bring them exotic physical properties, including unusually large magnetoresistance (MR) [7] and new nontrivial topological electronic state. [8] By analysis of SdH oscillations in these topological quantum materials, such as Bi2Se3 [9] and Cd3As2, [10] the transport properties of relevant quasiparticles and their closed orbits at the Fermi surfaces can be thoroughly clarified.
WTe2, as a typical Weyl semimetal material, has type-II Weyl points resulted from the lack of inversion symmetry. It possesses a layered structure with an additional structural distortion along the crystallographic axis a of tungsten chain. [11] [12] [13] Experimentally, it shows extremely unsaturated large MR of ~13,000,000% in magnetic fields up to 60 T at 0.53 K. [11] Moreover, it has been demonstrated to own affluent Weyl features in three dimensions [14] [15] [16] [17] and alluring topological quantum state in two dimensions. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Therefore, to elucidate the origin of these attractive physical properties, indispensable dissection based on the observed SdH oscillations is frequently implemented. Integration into the potential applications of spintronic devices and quantum computer, fabrication of smooth and continuous WTe2 films is the first and very crucial step. The related fabrication techniques are chemical vapor deposition, [23] [24] [25] [26] molecular beam epitaxy, [19, 27, 28] and pulsed laser deposition (PLD). [29] [30] [31] Despite great efforts have been devoted to achieving large-scale WTe2 films, obtaining high-quality samples is of great difficulty due to the very low vapor pressure of cation tungsten. This limit prevents the observation of the typical SdH oscillations and/or other quantum effects in large-scale WTe2 films. Thus, it still remains an urgent task to map the Fermi surface and its topology in continuously large-scale WTe2 films.
In this Letter, we fabricate the high-quality, large-scale, single-crystalline Weyl semimetal WTe2 films on mica substrates by PLD and the post-annealing method. The SdH oscillations are observed in these WTe2 films. According to the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and analysis of SdH quantum oscillations, the effective mass, the nontrivial Berry phase, the Dingle temperature, and the quantum mobility are determined. In addition, through two-carriers model fitting, the Hall mobility up to 1423 cm 2 V -1 s -1 is obtained, while the lower carrier density is achieved as compared to our previous work. [30] The WTe2 target was prepared by the melting method. [30] The basic pressure of the PLD vacuum chamber was ~2.9×10 -5 Pa and the distance between the substrate and the WTe2 target was ~5 cm, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The amorphous WTe2 films were deposited onto the substrate at 300 o C at the speed of 1 nm/min for 100 min using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser beam (an average fluence of 1 J/cm 2 and a repetition rate of 2 Hz). Subsequently, an annealing process was implemented to crystallize the amorphous WTe2 films. The films were sealed in a 20 mL evacuated quartz tube with 3.3 mg Te powder, and then were annealed at 700 o C for 48, 72 and 96 hours, respectively. Note that other annealing temperatures turned out the worse samples (see , , , , , and vibrational modes, [32] respectively. The XRD patterns exhibit diffraction peaks corresponding to (00l) family of planes [ Fig. 1 
indicating the cleaved surface perpendicular to the c axis of the WTe2 films. [33] Notably, the XRD pattern of the WTe2 films annealed for 48 hours has the widest full width at half maximum. In addition, the indiscernible diffraction peaks of (004) and
(0010) for the 48-hour-annealed WTe2 film indicate that the relatively fast annealing time (48 hours) suppresses the crystallization process. Furthermore, the SAED pattern further corroborates the single-crystalline nature of the WTe2 film annealed for 72 hours [ Fig. 1(d) ].
The temperature-dependent longitudinal resistivity (ρxx) of WTe2 films is displayed in Fig. 2(a) , which is normalized by their values at 300 K. It is well-known that single-crystalline bulk WTe2 has the well-defined metallic behavior. [11] Here, all the films show the metallic behavior beyond 15 K. Below 15 K, the low-temperature resistivity minima are visible, which are mainly attributed to the weak localization in quantum interference effects. [30] The residual resistivity ratios (RRRs, defined as RRR
) of WTe2 film annealed for 48, 72 and 96 hours are 1.75, 7.27 and 1.44, respectively. The RRR of WTe2 film annealed for 96 hours is unexpectedly smaller than others, suggesting that the long annealing time may cause the existence of the much more content of Te vacancies in the WTe2 films. [23, 34] The MR curves (MR = ( ) × 100%) are shown in Fig. 2(b To clarify the transport properties of the WTe2 film annealed for 72 hours, the dependence of the MR up to 14 T on temperature (from 1.7 to 100 K) is shown in Fig.   3 (a). From 1.7 to 10 K, the MR value increases a little bit due to the faded weak localization component with increasing temperature. [30] Above 10 K, the MR value ordinarily decreases with increasing temperature due to the increased inelastic scattering, [35] i.e., electron-phonon scattering. Remarkably, the clear SdH oscillations periodic in 1/B at temperatures between 1.7 and 10 K are extracted in Fig. 3 AF·ћ/2πe, [36] which results in the range of Landau fan diagram from 13.5 to 17.
Generally, the SdH quantum oscillations can be described by the Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) formula. The temperature dependence of the FFT amplitude can be defined as:
where the is the FFT amplitude, λ = 2π 2 kB/ћe (kB is the Boltzmann constant), is the temperature, m * is the effective mass and the 1/B is the average inverse field of the Fourier window. [33] In Fig. 3(d those of other topological semimetals. [37] [38] [39] In WTe2, the Fermi level is located at both conduction and valence bands simultaneously, which makes two kinds of carriers (electrons and holes) existing at the Fermi surface. [11] The nonlinear trend of Hall resistivity shown in Fig. 4 further proves the existence of electrons and holes in our WTe2 films. To gain the Hall mobility and density of electrons and holes, the two-carriers model is used to fit the magnetic-field dependent magneto-resistivity ρxx and Hall resistivity ρxy at 1.7 K simultaneously: [40] 
where p and n represent the density of holes and electrons, respectively; and are the Hall mobility of holes and electrons, respectively. Here, we obtain p = 5 × 10 19 cm -3 and n = 2 × 10 19 cm -3 . Actually, the density of holes and electrons should be perfectly compensated in WTe2. However, considering the existence of the Te vacancies, it is expected that there is a difference between the density of holes and electrons. The and are calculated to be ~1245 and 1423 cm 2 V -1 s -1 , respectively. It should be noted that the quantum mobility (1249 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) is comparable to the Hall mobility (1245 and 1423 cm 2 V -1 s -1 ). [38, 41] This is due to the fact that the Te vacancies become the scattering centers which significantly reduce the MR and the Hall mobility. Compared with our previous work (average mobility of ~730 cm 2 V -1 s -1 and carrier density of ~10 20 cm -3 ), [30] the mobility here is almost doubled while the carrier density decreases in an order. This remarkable improvement of quality makes the more balanced p-n compensation and suppresses the relevant inelastic scatting of carriers, enabling the SdH oscillations emergent in the high-quality WTe2 films.
In summary, we have fabricated the large-scale, high-quality, single-crystalline The temperature dependent ρxx of the WTe2 films annealed at 600 o C and 750 o C for 72 hours are shown in Fig. S1 . The RRR values are much smaller than that annealed at 700 o C [ Fig. 2(a) ]. The temperature dependent ρxx even shows the insulating behavior, which further indicates that other annealing temperatures turn out the worse samples. The roughness of the 100-nm film before annealing is ~1.5 nm; while the one after annealing is ~5 nm, as shown in Fig. S2 . Here, the annealing process may slightly deteriorate the surface morphology of the WTe2 film.
